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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to provide information about the development of interoperability standards for defense 
simulations. These standards are often referred to as the standards for Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS). This document 
also serves as guidance for working groups acting to resolve interoperability issues. 
Scope 
This document applies to the Worlcshops on Standards for the Interoperability of Defense Simulations or standards 
development for Distributed Interactive Simulation. It also describes any activities directly related to the workshop such as interim 
meetings, teleconferences or development of standards and documents created as a result of the workshop . 
. ~ .... .. ~' . \. 
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1 THE INTEROPERABILITY PROBLEM 
AND APPROACH 
For approximately four years, attendees of the W orlcshops 
on Standards for the Interoperability of Defense Simulations 
have been grappling with theproblem ofnetworlcing simulators, 
operational. and test equipment to create a simulated battle 
environment-suitable for training and developmental testing. 
Part of the interoperability problem is the fact that DIS uses 
simulation and networking technologies. Each of these bas 
certain constraints which require tradeoffs to be made in a 
system which utilizes both. For example, since the simulation 
must be able to support real-time operations, the network bas 
to deliver information in a timely manner. On the other hand, 
since the network could easily become overwhelmed with 
information in a large-scale exercise, the simulator is required 
to perform extra functions such as dead reckoning and 
conversion of the simulator's state information into a form 
suitable for distribution on a network. Other interoperability 
problems are encountered when databases used by the various 
participating DIS systems do not correlate. 
. . , . >u The approach to solving the interoperability problem bas 
been to sponsor workshops which allowed developers and 
users to work out solutions together and thus develop an 
interoperability strategy that would be agreeable to the builders 
and useful to the users. The results of the worlcshops were and 
will continue to be a set of documents containing operational 
guidelines and standards designed to ensure interoperability. 
Operational guidelines specify guidelines for achieving 
interoperability in aDIS environment DIS standards documents 
are written for aspects of interoperability where no standards 
currently exist and the specified actions are requ ired to achieve 
interoperability. These standards are developed by the worlcshop 
attendees and submitted to official standards organizations for 
approval. These documents are intended to allow the developer 
the freedom to design a system as they choose while providing 
the necessary information for allowing their system to interact 
in a DIS environment This approach also supports the 
integration of existing systems into a DIS environment 
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Much progress bas been made towards development of 
operational guidelines and standards for interoperability in 
defense simulations (the DIS standards). A draft standard for 
Protocol Data Units (pDU) has been approved by IEEE as 
IEEE 1278. Draft standards for Communication Architecture 
and Security (CAS), and Fidelity, Exercise Control, and 
Feedback Requirements (FECFR) have been completed and 
are under review by the appropriate worlcing groups. 
2 WORKSHOPS ON STANDARDS 
FOR THE INTEROPERABILITY OF 
DEFENSE SIMULATIONS 
2.1 Working Groups 
The worlcshop attendees are divided into logical working 
groups to handle issues related to the environment, 
communication, and fidelity. These groups are responsible to 
address issues related to their particular area of interoperability 
and to report back to the whole workshop with 
recommendations. Each group keeps minutes for theirmeeting . 
Minutes for the individual worlcing groups and for the workshop 
as a whole are published about one month following the 
workshop meeting. 
2.1.1 Working Group and Subgroup Structure 
The original working groups were formed in the summer 
of 1989 as recommended during the first workshop. Since 
then, many changes have occurred in the working group 
structure. The current groups and subgroups are as follows: 
Simulated Environment Working Group 
Atmosphere Subgroup 
Land Subgroup 
Sea Subgroup 
Interface & TimeMission Critical Working Group 
Emissions Subgroup 
Simulation Management Subgroup 
Radio Communications Subgroup 
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Interface & TimeJMission Critical Working Group 
continued 
Interface Subgroup 
Tactical Data Link Subgroup 
Communication Architecture & Security Working 
Group 
Communication Architecture Subgroup 
Security Subgroup 
Fidelity, Exercise Control, &Feedback Requirements 
Working Group 
Fidelity Subgroup ~ . . . 
Exercise Control and Feedback Subgroup 
Verification, Validation, and Accreditation Subgroup 
Field Instrumentation Working Group 
System Architecture Subgroup 
Protocol Subgroup 
Little FECFR 
The subgroups and the issues these groups face are 
described in the paragraphs that follow. 
2.1.2 Working Group and Subgroup 
Descriptions 
Simulated Environment Working Group 
The Simulated Environment Working Group bandles 
issues related to the representation of theen vironmen tin which 
the simulated entities operate. Models of the various 
environments are examined along with how different models 
may or may not correlate. Environmental elements, both 
natural and man made, which may have an effect on the 
simulation are 'identified. Databases are examined and methods 
of correlation considered. 
Atmosphere Subgroup 
The Atmosphere Subgroup objectives include the 
identification of atmospheric and near space parameters and 
processes that affect weapon systems, sensors, and operations; 
this subgroup also recommends methodologies to provide 
consistent synthetic attnospheric and nearspace environmental 
representations to simulators and simulations incorporated 
into a DIS network. The subgroup is also addressing the 
correlation of the environment and environmental effects 
between simulations. A draft rationale document is under 
development and a draft environmental PDU has proposed. 
Land Subgroup 
The Land Subgroup's focus has been on discussing the 
requirements and reporting the results from experiments dealing 
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with terrain databases. Specific issues have included: dynamic 
terrain, destructible entities, and coordinate conversions. 
Sea Subgroup 
The Sea Subgroup addresses the oceanographic 
environmental simulation. The Sea Subgroup works with the 
Emissions Subgroup on acoustic propagation in the ocean. 
The Sea Subgroup is working to establish baseline information 
on ocean modeling and data for a consistent warfare simulation. 
FutllrethrustSinchjdefideiity,non~acousticsensorsimulations, 
and amphibious warfare. 
Interfllce & TimeJMission Critical Working Group 
The Interface and Time/Mission Critical (TIMC) working 
group is responsible for the development and maintenance of 
the IEEE 1278 Standard: Information Technology-Protocols 
for Distributed Interactive Simulation Applications. The 
development activity consists of reviewing the message data 
requirements from other DIS working groups, formulating 
these requirements into PDUs consistent with the established 
structures, defining the conditions under which the PDUs are 
to be issued, and defining the actions to be taken by receivers 
of the PDUs. Considerations for new PDUs are also brought 
forth by means of white papers presented to the TIMC group 
for evaluation. The maintenance activity consists of the 
evaluation of user feedback resulting from implementation of 
the standard and determining what alterations/clarifications 
are necessary to the established PDUs. 
The Interface and Time/Mission Critical Working Group 
is composed of the following subgroups: Emissions, Simulation 
Management, Radio Communications, Interface, and Tactical 
Data Link. 
Emissions Subgroup 
The charter of the TIMC Emissions Subgroup is to 
address the full spectrum of emission sources and receivers 
and to develop interoperability concepts, architectures, and 
PDUs which will allow distributed emission systems to 
interoperate. The subgroup must also identify and seek 
solutions to related technical and operational issues. The 
Emission Subgroup works closely with the Radio, Tactical 
Data Link and Simulated Environment groups. 
Simulation Management Subgroup 
TheSimulationManagement(SIMAN) Subgroup dermes 
the procedures, protocols, and information for managing 
simulation application, simulation exercises, and simulation 
entities. SIMAN is developing the following mechanisms: 
protocols, Management Information Base, and a guidance 
document The current maj or issues in Simulation Management 
are the development of an Assume Control protocol, refmement 
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of the Aggregate Protocol, refmement of the SIMAN Protocol, 
and the creation of a guidance document 
Radio Communications Subgroup 
The purpose of the Radio Communication Subgroup is to 
defme the protocol for simulating radio communications in 
DIS. Radio communications include both voice traffic and 
digital data links. In the case of data links, this subgroup 
defmes only the general format forrepresenting the links. The 
detailed representation of each specific data link is defmed by 
the Tactical Data Link Subgroup. 
Interface Subgroup 
The Interface Subgroup is divided into three sections: 
Virtual, Constructive and Live. Each section will continue to 
defme the functional definitions and requirements for creating 
a standard interface to the DIS network. Position papers are 
requested and will be selected and presented for each section. 
The goal of this group is to develop a library of standard DIS 
interface routines that can be distributed to the DIS community . 
Tactical Data Link Subgroup 
The Tactical Data Link Subgroup was formed in order to 
determine if the implementation of the current protocol data 
units (PDU) can support tactical operational data link 
representation in the digital battlefield. These PDUs, or a 
specific IDL PDU, will carry digital data transmitted between 
one or more operational players that represent actual or 
functional equivalents or real messages and real data link 
protocols. Typical problems this subgroup addresses include 
timing, latency, representation of networks, security issues, 
simulation of waveforms, environmental effects, etc. Typical 
attendees include engineers, technicians and users who are 
responsible for operational data links, communications/ 
networlcs, and simulations. 
Communication Architecture & Security Working 
Group 
This working group consists of two subgroups: 
Communication Architecture and Security. 
Communication Architecture Subgroup 
This subgroup develops specifications, rationale, and 
guidance for communication services and protocols for use 
with DIS applications. The specified communication services 
and protocols provide the means for communicating DIS PDU 
information between DIS applications. Attendees should have 
a knowledge of communication architectures, local area 
networlcs, and wide area networks. 
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Security Subgroup 
The Security Subgroup provides standards and guidelines 
for DIS users (including simulators, simulation facilities, 
computeI" generated forces, instrumented platforms) on security 
engineering issues. The Security Subgroup also develops and 
promulgates several documents, including: 
DIS Computer Security Policy 
which presents the set of security rules to be enforced 
while participating in a given simulation. 
DIS Security Engineering Guidelines 
which suggest engineering solutions in accordance 
with the Policy: 
DIS Security Accreditation Guidelines 
to assist DIS users in preparation of security accreditation 
data packages. 
The Security Subgroup provides a link between the DIS 
community and the various security accreditation agencies. 
Fidelity, Exercise Control, & Feedback Requirements 
Working Group 
Tbe Fidelity, Exercise Control, and Feedback 
Requirements Working Group (FECFR) addresses required 
fidelity between particular simulations, methods for verifying, 
validating, and accrediting these simulations, and methods for 
controlling an exercise and providing feedback to the 
partidpants. 
Fidelity Subgroup 
The Fidelity Description Requirements Subgroup has a 
cbarter to define a language and taxonomy to describe the 
fidelity of DIS exercise participants. A strawman standard and 
rationale document will be presented to the group at the 
worlcshop. Otherareas where we contribute will be verification, 
validation, and accreditation of DIS exercises, and helping to 
develop a guidance document to assist in using the fidelity 
descriptions as part of exercise control and VV &A. 
Exercise Control and Feedback Subgroup 
The Exercise Control and Feedback Subgroup develops 
recommended procedures for controlling exercises and 
develops tberequired functionality toprovide adequate debrief 
of exercise results to participants. 
Verification, Validation, and Accreditation Subgroup 
In an era of declining funds for defense, verification, 
validation, and accreditation ('IV &A) of models, simulations, 
and simulators used for planning, analysis, training, etc. become 
very more important The new DIS VV &A Subgroup will be 
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responsible for 1) defining what information is need for DIS 
VV &A, 2) defining principles by which to determine 
compatlbilities orincompaubilities among models, simulations, 
and simulators based upon the taxonomy developed by the 
Fidelity Description Subgroup, and 3) developing principles 
which relate model, simulation, and simulator functional 
representation adequacies to DIS exercise purposes and 
objectives. 
Field Instrumentation Working Gro~p 
The Field Instrumentation Working Group (FWIG) is 
composed of three subgroups which parallel existing DIS 
groups presently addressing simulator interactions. The first 
subgroup, System Architecture, addresses issues relating to 
interfacing field instrumentation to other FI systems and to 
virtual simulators. The second subgroup, Protocol, addresses 
the type of information required by FI systems to interface with 
each other and simulators. The third subgroup, Fidelity, 
Exercise Control and Feedback Requirements (FEaR), looks 
at the issues contained in the subgroup title as they relate to F1 
:systems. This group is often referred to as the ''Little FEaR" , 
so as not to confuse it with the FECFR Working Group. 
System Architecture Subgroup 
The System Architecture Subgroup investigates system 
architecture issues relating to field instrumentation and is 
working to develop an architectural model which identifies 
and characterizes protocols and protocol entities to be used in 
Field Instrumentation. This group also provides guidance and 
constraints for specific protocols and protocol data units for 
Field Instrumentation. 
Protocol Subgroup 
-TheIDissionof the Protocol Subgroup is to develop a 
recommended setofPDUs that will support the idiosyncrasies 
associated with instrumenting actual platforms and allowing 
actual platforms to interact with virtual and constructive 
entities. The PDU recommendations developed by this 
subgroup must be capable of being mapped into the current 
standard (full size) PDUs currently supported by DIS. The 
recommended PDUs and protocols must be capable of 
supporting live play over very low bandwidth and unreliable 
communications channels (e.g. radio frequency links, cellular 
telephone, etc.). They must also support diverse communities 
such as Development, Test and Evaluation, and Training using 
real equipment 
Little FECFR Subgroup 
TheFidelity,Exercise Control and Feedback Requirements 
Subgroup of the Field Instrumentation Working Group deals 
with the issues of integrating live/instrumented players into 
DIS exercises. Among these issues are problems related to 
mismatches in data fidelity, time latency, data recording, 
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communications, safety, terrain data bases, exercise planning 
and control, position/location accuracy and environmental 
concerns. This subgroup concentrates on those issues that 
involve live players operating on actual ranges and the problems 
that arise when attempting to establish two way interactions 
between live and simulated entities. 
2.2 The Steering Committee 
2.2.1 Purpose of the Steering Committee 
The purpose of the steering committee is to facilitate and 
expedite the process of developing DIS standards. The 
committee operates under the direction of PM TRADE and 
1ST. The committee is responsible for the following activities: 
1. Workshop Planning: This includes establishing the agenda 
and extending invitations to plenary session speakers. 
2. Facilitation of the DIS standards process. This includes: 
Approving workshop/subgroup recommendations 
Arbitrating opposing workshop/subgroup 
recommendations 
Providing an interface across the various working 
groups 
Conducting regular teleconference meetings to 
monitor the standards process 
3. DIS Standards Integration: This includes providing an 
interface between the various working groups to coordinate 
standards progress and reduce duplication of effort. 
2.2.2 Steering Committee Structure 
The steering committee consists of representatives from 
the funding organization, 1ST, the military, industry, and the 
working groupcbairmen. Current steering committee members 
are as follows: 
Chris Bouwens 
Joseph Brann 
Brett Butler 
Neale Cosby 
John Eisenhardt 
William Flanigan 
David Gobuty 
Louis Hembree 
CAE-Link 
IBM 
LORAL 
IDA Simulation Center 
FAAC 
DISA/Center for Standards 
LORAL Western Development Labs 
Naval Research Lab 
Naval Post Graduate School 
Ron Hofer STRlCOM 
Mark Hoptiak TRW 
Samuel Knight CAE-Link 
LT COL Denny Lester Air Force 
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John Lethert Training Devices Technologies 
Margaret Loper UCFIIST 
George Lukes TEC 
Laura Malter 1RW 
Mark McAuliffe NTSC 
Bruce McDonald Coleman Research Corp. 
Duncan Miller BBN 
John Mills NTSC 
CDRGLMisch DMSO 
Ron Moore Evans and Sutherland 
Dale Pace Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Lab 
Dave Powell LORAL 
David Pratt Naval Post Graduate School 
Annette Ratzenberger TRADOC Analysis Command 
Michael Robkin Hughes Training, Inc. 
Michael Rothrock Mertek 
Richard Schaffer LORALADS 
COL Bruce Schwanda NTSC 
Steve Seidensticker Tactical & Training Systems! 
LOOICON 
COL James "Shiflett STRICOM 
Bob Sottilare STRICOM 
Greg Unangst LORAL Space & Range Systems 
Karen Williams STRICOM 
2.2.3 Steering Committee Meetings 
Steering committee meetings are held via teleconference 
on a monthly basis. The committee also meets before, after, 
and if needed, during semi-annual workshops. 
2.3 Goals and Objectives of the 
Workshops 
The primary goal of the worlcshops is to debate issues 
associated with interoperability of networked simulations, and 
thenrecommendastrategyforensuringinteroperability. Based 
on these recommendations, operational guidance documents 
and standards documents will be written. These documents 
will be reviewed at subsequent workshops and related meetings 
and amended as recommended by the subgroups. Documents 
approved for release will be considered the recommended 
methodology for making a system compatible with other DIS 
systems. Recommended standards will be submitted for 
consideration as IEEE, Military, or ISO standards. 
3 ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED 
The issues to be addressed in DIS workshops will evolve 
over time. Consequently, these issues have been placed in the 
appendices to facilitate their future revision (see Appendix A). 
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APPENDIX A: Interoperability Issues 
EXPLANATION OF ISSUES 
Because working group issues change from meeting to 
meeting, this subject is addressed in an appendix of this 
guidance document rather than as part of the main body. As 
issues change, so will this appendix. 
Issues for the individual working groups are listed in 
bullet form in Appendix B. An explanation of the main issues 
follows. 
COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTU RE & 
SECURITY (CAS) WORKING GROUP 
. The aPPIOoch to communications architecture has been to 
define required communication services and to recommend an 
architecture that will provide the necessary services. The 
preferred strategy would be to utilize the Open Systems 
Interconnection (OSI) related protocols developed by the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). A long 
term goal toward this end has been chosen, since OSI protocols 
are not widely available. For the short term, an architecture 
utilizing commercially available protocols is recommended 
along withamigration strategy to an OSIcompliantarchitecture. 
A draft standard for communication architecture is 
currently being reviewed by CAS . This standard and rationale 
include information about the migration of protocols, 
__ ._ perfonn.ancerequirements and general interoperability issues. 
In the coming year, CAS will fill in the details for the migration 
from the interim architecture to the OSI compliant architecture. 
In addition to this, CAS has started work: to defme a strategy for 
handling security in DIS. 
INTERFACE & TIME/MISSION CRITICAL 
(ITMC) WORKING GROUP 
The May/92 DIS PDU standard has been approved as 
IEEE 1278. Since then, the rIMC Working Group has 
released the DIS PDU Draft Standard Version 2.0, which 
includes the new sets of PDUs to support Simulation 
Management, Radio Communication, and Emission 
Regeneration functions. There are still other issues remaining 
to be addressed by the rIMC Working Group. 
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Video Conferencing 
- To aid in the-planning of a simulated exercise as well as 
the after -action reviews, video conferencing should be supported 
by DIS. This issue has yet to be addressed in the coming 
workshops. 
Aggregation of Simulated Entities 
In order to interface with Wargaming systems, DIS must 
support aggregation and deaggregation of entities. This 
mechanism will allow entities to sort other entities by type and 
distance with fewer computation. Several position papers 
have been presented to rIMC and they discuss how to 
incorporate these function without impacting the existing 
PDUs. 
Assume Control (Handover) Protocol 
There have been a number of proposals for the creation of 
a Assume Control protocol. One use of this protocol would be 
to solve the problem of a weapon that is launched at a target and 
that target deploys a countermeasure before the weapon 
detonation, but too late for the flring entity to take the 
countermeasure into account 
SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT WORKING 
GROUP 
For simulated entities to participate in the same exercise, 
they mustallhave access to the same environment information. 
It is also necessary that renderings of this information correlate 
sufficiently in order to conduct a realistic and fair fight. Much 
work: remains on developing a measurement for environment 
correlation as well as determining the degree of correlation 
required. In addition, changes to the environment must be 
communicated or made accessible to DIS systems which 
require the information. 
Atmosphere 
Issues relative to the Atmosphere subgroup include 
defmition of various atmospheric representations for a clear 
day for use with maneuver forces, high performance air, and 
Navy forces. Representation requirements for natural and 
man-made effects must then be developed. These effects 
include pressure, wind, temperature, humidity, solar angle, 
smoke, chaff, and flares. Phenomena effects of these elements 
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on radar, ultraviolet, electro-optiali and infrared are importan tand 
need to be examined. Amethodology for setting up simple weather 
effects is needed in DIS. Identifying atmospheric models and 
developing a method to correlate them are also necessary. 
Sea 
The Sea group is concerned with representations of the 
ocean and its effect on acoustic signatures. Critical elements 
contained in ocean models need to be defmed and a correlation 
index between models developed based on these elements. 
PDUshave already been proposed for handling environmental 
entities in the sea environment 
Land 
Correlation of terrain databases and their renderings is an 
issue that bas long been debated but still unresolved. This 
group is examining various classes of simulators based on their 
functionality and performance characteristics. An interim 
terrain database needs to be recommended as the correlation 
. issue continues to be examined. An environmental server was 
proposed to help correlate dynamic cbanges in the terrain. This 
master database requires further defmition in content., format., 
and hierarchical structure. 
FIDELITY, EXERCISE CONTROL, AND 
FEEDBACK REQUIREMENTS (FECFR) 
All simulations and simulators have, as an elemental 
property, a level of fidelity. Fidelity is a measure of how 
faithfully real world events are depicted in the context of the 
simulation. Critical fidelity measures that have been identified 
address the allowable delay between operator action and 
simulated response, as well as the required fidelity for 
representing the visual appearance or sensor imagery of an 
entity or the environment Many fidelity measures issues have 
been resolved in previous research on individual operator 
training systems. Of the remaining DIS fidelity issues thatrequire 
discussion, the three most critiali are delay, entity appearance at 
long ranges, and depiction of environmental appearances. 
Delay 
The allowable delay between operator action and 
simulation response will depend on the criticality of the task 
being executed by the operator. One of the most time-critical 
tasks in distributed interactive simulation is tracking a target 
just prior to firing a weapon. Consequently, the smallest 
acceptable delay in aDIS will be that between the issuance of 
an Entity State PDU by a target entity and the display of that 
entity' s location on theengaging entity's display. Determination 
of acceptable delay will require empirical studies of operator 
performance under varying delay conditions. 
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Entity Appearance At Long Ranges 
One shortcoming of current distributed interactive 
simulation is that the displays have insufficient resolution to 
accurately depict entities at long range, thereby preventing the 
engagement of these entities at a range specified in doctrine. 
This problem may be solved by using higberresolution displays 
or by color coding images too small to identify. Determining 
acceptable means of increasing target identification ranges 
will require empirical studies of operator performance with 
alternative modifications to the current approach. 
Depiction of Environmental Appearance 
The appearances of environmental entities such as smoke, 
fog, clouds, rain and snow need to be depicted in a manner 
realistic enough to achieve the tra.ining orequipmen tevaluation 
objectives. Each of these environmental entities effects visibility 
to a varying degree based on the density of the entity. 
Target/Background Contrast 
In order for all DIS exercise participants to engage in a 
"fair fight," the targetlbackground contrast must be 
approximatel y the same on all displays. The FECFR group has 
developed a candidate technique and metric for measuring the 
targetlback:ground contrast correlation between displays as 
well as the allowable differences. Empirical investigations 
will involve validating and/or establishing human target! 
background contrast sensitivity thresholds for a representative 
set of military targets and backgrounds. 
Exercise Control and Feedback 
The FEGR group bas identified detailed pre-exercise 
setup steps, the functions required to control an exercise and 
obtain information from participants during an exercise. They 
have also identified the functions required to provide feedback 
to trainees or test directors. In addition, the FECFR group has 
recommended that the rIMe Working Group develop PDUs 
that execute these functions. 
FIELD INSTRUMENTATION WORKING 
GROUP 
The purpose of the Field Instrumentation Working Group 
is to derme PDUs and address issues required to enable 
instrumented soldiers, marines, and operational equipment 
(e.g., tanks, ships, aircrafts) to efficiently use DIS . 
OTHER ISSUES 
Unmanned Forces 
In order to populate the warfare environment in a cost 
effective manner, one type of entity that is represented in a 
simulated battle is the Unmanned Force or Semi-Automated 
Forces (SAFOR). As simulated entities in the exercise, 
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unmanned forces have many of the same requirements as 
manned forces. The data messages (PDUs) communicated on 
the network are the same as those for manned simulators. 
Unmanned forces, however, have some unique informational 
and database requirements that other entities do not have. 
Further discussion is required before effective semi -automated 
forces can be added to DIS. 
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Appendix B Guidance Document 2.2 
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR THE WORKING GROUPS 
PURPOSE OF TIDS APPENDIX 
This appendix is a summary of issues for use by the subgroups as they progress in the standards process. It serves as a 
guide for issues to address and resolve. This appendix also serves as a means to measure subgroup progress as old issues 
are resolved and new issues are added to the list. This appendix is a living portion of this guidance document. It will 
change every 6 months. 
GOALS AND OBJECfIVES FOR THE WORKING GROUPS 
INTERFACE AND TIMElMIsSION CRITICAL WORKING GROUP 
• In preparation for IEEE standardization activity, complete Version 2, including the following PDUs: 
- simulation management 
- ·emission 
- radio 
EMISSIONS SUBGROUP 
Review recommendations from July interim meeting 
Review updates to draft standard 
Discuss and refme new acoustics PDU 
• Review use of PDUs to support jamming 
• Refine an approach to handle expendables 
• Review passive emission: review IR PDU paper 
Discuss/refine database requirements (emissions/acoustics) 
Conduct joint emissions, tactical radio and data link meeting to address technical overlaps, responsibilities 
and consistency of approaches (includes IFF and Comm. jamming) 
• Conduct joint meeting with atmospheric subgroup to discuss approaches for handling long term effects 
(IE, chaff, smoke, ... ) 
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS SUBGROUP 
Review the radio communications protocol for inclusion in the fmal version of DIS 2.0 
Incorporate feedback from the Tactical Datalink group 
• Review JIEO generated Enumeration document and provide feedback 
• Review input from implementers (e.g. for IIITSEC, War Breaker, and WISSARD) 
Review consistency of different fidelity levels supported by the standard 
• Review practicality of using spherical harmonics to represent antenna radiation pattern 
• Add extensions for non-RF networks (e.g. land lines) 
Begin Rationale Document 
Investigate further extensions for DIS 3.0 
TACflCAL DATA LINK SUBGROUP 
Discuss network implementations 
Discuss relays implementation 
Review and upgrade guidance document 
Review land wire/point-to-point implementation 
• Discuss enumerated types 
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SIMULATION MANAGEMENT SUBGROUP 
• Develop assume control protocol 
Refine aggregate protocol 
Refine SiMan protocol 
Create guidance document 
INTERFACE SUBGROUP 
• Continue to define the functional definitions and requirements for creating a standard interface to the DIS network 
COMMUNICATION ARCmTECfURE AND SECURITY WORKING GROUP 
COMMUNICATION ARCDITECfURE SUBGROUP 
Review fmal draft of CADIS 1.0 This draft has been fmalized for IEEE standardization. We will also discuss 
the IEEE process. 
Conduct position paper presentation 
Address Multicast Issues. A new subgroup addressing multicast issues is to be formed. 
Continue work on the Guidance Document. A small group will review the current draft and recommend additions 
to be made. Assigned writing is to be done after the workshop with continued work via teleconference and email. 
Address other topics of concern. These include: Time synchronization, LAN vs. WAN, and scalability. 
SECUR11Y SUBGROUP 
Review DIS Security documents 
SIMULATED ENVmONMENTS WORKING GROUP 
AlMOSPHERE 
Identify atmospheric and near space parameters and processes that affect weapon systems, sensors, and operations 
Work on rationale document 
LAND 
Discuss issues involving dynamic terrain, destructible entities, and coordinate conversions 
SEA 
Review baseline information on ocean modeling and data 
FIDELITY, EXERCISE CONTROL, AND FEEDBACK REQUIREMENTS WORKING GROUP 
EXERCISE CONTROL, AND FEEDBACK REQUIREMENTS SUBGROUP 
Finalize DIS Pre-Exercise Setup and Planning, Setup, Management and Feedback Tasks 
Determine whether these tasks cover the needs of the user community 
Review the contents of the Draft Exercise Control and Feedback Requirements Standard 
and Rationale Document 
Determine adequacy of simulation management PDUs developed by Interface, TimelMission Critical 
Working Group 
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EXERCISE CONTROL, AND FEEDBACK REQUIREMENTS SUBGROUP 
Goals/or the Next Year 
Finalize the Draft Exercise Control and Feedback Requirements Standard and Rationale Document 
Submit standard for IEEE approval 
Finalize simulation management PDUs 
• Develop initial correlation metrics for environmenl, ownship, subsystems, and controls 
and displays models 
FmEUlY SUBGROUP 
• Review draft standard 
VERmCA TION, VALIDATION, AND ACCREDITATION 
Identify issues which need lO be addressed initially 
Draft charter for presentation to Steering Committee 
FIELD INSTRUMENTATION WORKING GROUP 
• Continue defining Field Instrumentation DIS requirements 
Develop plan for integrating FI DIS requirements into other planned DIS standards. 
Prepare draft FI inputs for the protocol data units, communications architecture, simulated environments, 
and fidelity, exercise control, and feedback standards 
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE SUBGROUP 
Develop an architectural model which identifies and characterizes protocols and prolocol entities for FI 
PROTOCOL SUBGROUP 
• Develop recommendations for PDUs needed lO support the idiosyncrasies associated with instrumenting actual 
platforms and allowing actual platforms to interact with virtual/constructive entities 
LI1TLE FECFR SUBGROUP 
Discuss issues involving live player operating on actual ranges and the problems that arise when altempting to 
establish two way interactions between live and simulated entities 
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